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Abstract

Congestion is a major problem in most metropolitan areas and given the increasing

rate of urbanization it is likely to be an even more serious problem in the rapidly

expanding mega cities. One possible method to combat congestion is to provide in-

telligent traffic management systems that can in a timely manner inform drivers about

current or predicted traffic congestions that are relevant to them on their journeys. The

detection of traffic congestion and the determination of whom to send in advance no-

tifications about the detected congestions is the objective of the present research. By

adopting a grid based discretization of space, the proposed system extracts and main-

tains traffic flow statistics and mobility statistics from the grid based recent trajectories

of moving objects, and captures periodical spatio-temporal changes in the traffic flows

and movements by managing statistics for relevant temporal domain projections, i.e.,

hour-of-day and day-of-week. Then, the proposed system identifies a directional con-

gestion as a cell and its immediate neighbor, where the speed and flow of the objects

that have moved from the neighbor to the cell significantly deviates from the histori-

cal speed and flow statistics. Subsequently, based on one of two notification criteria,

namely, Mobility Statistic Criterion (MSC) and Linear Movement Criterion (LMC),

the system decides which objects are likely to be affected by the identified conges-

tions and sends out notifications to the corresponding objects such that the number

of false negative (missed) and false positive (unnecessary) notifications is minimized.

The thesis discusses the design and DBMS-based implementation of the proposed

system. Empirical evaluations on realistically simulated trajectory data assess the ac-

curacy of the methods and test the scalability of the system for varying input sizes and

parameter settings. The accuracy assessment results show that the MSC based system

achieves an optimal performance with a true positive notification rate of 0.67 and a

false positive notification rate of 0.05 when min prob equals to 0.35, which is superior

to the performance of the LMC based system. The execution time of- and the space

used by the system scales linearly with the input size (number of concurrently moving

vehicles) and the methods mutually dependent parameters (grid resolution r and RT

length l) that jointly define a spatio-temporal resolution. Within the area of a large
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city (40km by 40km), assuming a 60km/h average vehicle speed, the system, running

on a commodity personal computer, can manage the described congestion detection

and three-minute-ahead notification tasks within real-time requirements for 2000 and

20000 concurrently moving vehicles for spatio-temporal resolutions (r=100m, l=19)

and (r=2km, l=3), respectively.
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1 Introduction

A recent survey [31] estimates that an average person in Bruxelles wasted 92 hours

and 83 hours in traffic because of the congestion in 2011 and in 2012, respectively and

there have been more than one billion vehicles worldwide since 2010 [35]. Given the

increasing rate of urbanization (by 2050 the percentage is estimated to be 64.1% and

85.9% in the developing and developed countries, respectively [34]), congestion is

likely to become an even more serious problem in the rapidly expanding mega cities.

Some well known negative effects of congestion include: (1) the economic losses

and quality of life degradation that result from the increased and unpredictable travel

times, (2) the increased level of carbon footprint that vehicles idling in congestion

leave behind, and (3) the increased number of traffic accidents that are direct results

of the stress and fatigue of drivers that are stuck in congestion.

The severity of these problems have attracted significant research interests and

over the last few decades, previous studies made obvious achievements in the area

of congestion detection / prediction and notification. Research focusing on conges-

tion prediction has progressed from methods that use small, time-punctuated data sets

to methods that use constantly updated, massive, spatio-temporal data streams, from

manual detection methods to methods that automatically detect congestion from loca-

tion traces that are received from location-aware mobile devices, and from methods

that apply non-spatial numerical analysis to methods that apply spatio-temporal data

mining, e.g., clustering. The investigation of congestion notification has also signif-

icantly progressed from methods that use simpler Markov based prediction models

to methods that use more complex mobility pattern based prediction models, from

methods that provide mobility predictions in terms of fixed and predefined regions of

interests to methods that derive these regions of interests from data, and from meth-

ods that provide predictions based on short-term observations and simple movement

assumptions to methods that provide predictions based on long-term historical knowl-

edge that they continuously and incrementally extract from large data streams.

However, previously proposed researches are not adequate in solving the problem
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of congestion detection, prediction1, and selective notification. Some research only fo-

cus on numerical analyzing and the detection of spatio-temporal distribution variation

of congestion is much weak. Some send out congestion notifications blindly to all the

vehicles without considering their current locations and mobility patterns. Utilizing

network based methods to detect or to predict congestions also leads to many short-

comings: (1) the congestion detection would be inaccurate because of the updating

latency of road network data sets; (2) the proposed methods based on road networks

can only be applied for road networks; and (3) the methods can only provide a model

at a single and fixed spatio-temporal Level of Detail (LoD), i.e., the LoD is defined by

the road network.

There are several different ways to detect and disseminate information about traf-

fic congestions. Possible ways to detect congestion include: (1) let the administrator

determine a congestion based on the traffic cameras that monitor the streets; (2) let

drivers signal a system via a simple mobile interface when they come across traffic

congestions; or (3) monitor average speeds of vehicles in a set of spatial contiguous

regions and define a region as congested if the average speed in a particular direc-

tion of this region is below a threshold. Possible ways to disseminate notifications

include: (1) broadcast the congestion information to all the vehicles without any se-

lection according to the radio; or (2) provide intelligent traffic management systems

that in a timely manner inform drivers about current or predicted traffic congestion

that is relevant to them in their journeys.

To cater for all these operations, the present thesis proposes a scalable, grid based

intelligent traffic information hub that facilitates the manual definition and / or auto-

matic detection of abnormal traffic condition events, e.g., accidents or congestion, and

in advance informs drivers of the events that will likely be relevant to them in their

journey, thereby allowing the divers or their onboard navigation units to alter their

paths as needed. To provide real-time notifications about directional congestions to

potentially affected objects, the proposed method uniquely discretizes the study area

as a set of equal-area grid cells, and maintains the spatio-temporal distributions of di-

1The proposed methodology does not explicitly provide congestion prediction, but can be extended

to do so.
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rectional congestions and historical trajectory patterns of objects such that the derived

system: (1) can in principle be applied to objects whose movements are not restricted

by (road, rail, river, etc.) networks; (2) only notifies the vehicles that are likely to

come across the directional congestions.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work

on traffic flow detection and congestion prediction. Section 3 defines the problems

and gives preliminaries. Section 4 proposes a moving object trajectory based method

to detect congestion and to send notification to the objects. Section 5 empirically eval-

uates the proposed method. Section 6 presents some discussion about experimental

results. Finally, Section 7 concludes and points to future research.

2 Related Work

Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 mainly focus on traffic flow prediction and / or congestion

prediction. In particular, Section 2.1 focuses on road network based methods and

Section 2.2 focuses on grid based methods. Thereafter, Section 2.3 considers network

based methods for trajectory / location prediction to solve the notification problem,

while Section 2.4 reviews grid based trajectory / location prediction methods.

2.1 Network Based Traffic Flow Prediction

Research in [4,21,27] aim at solving the problem of short-term traffic flow prediction.

Work in [4] uses fuzzy c-means and cellular automata to get lower error rates dur-

ing three periods of congestion outbreak, continuing and alleviation than a nearest

neighborhood based method. The method proposed in [4] mainly focuses on tem-

poral numerical values and the mining of spatial distribution characteristics is weak.

Studies in [21, 27] develop a particular filter-based method for short-term prediction.

Work in [27] follows a macroscopic traffic model Lighthill-Witham-Richards to get

the state vector Xt to describe traffic states for each timestamp, and observed the non

linear relation between Xt and measured quantity yt through the particular particle

filter method - Monte Carlo to simulate the dynamic of systems. Work in [21] uses the
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average number of vehicles and their speed during irregular time periods in each road

segment as an input to the developed particle filter for traffic flow estimation. While

results in term of timeliness are promising; neither methods provide any strategies for

intelligently delivering prediction results to the devices of the driver.

Studies in [15, 26] propose a machine learning method for traffic flow prediction.

Work in [15] introduces a new algorithm by combining Random Forests algorithm

into Adaboost algorithm and obtains promising results on both simulated data and real

data. However, the prediction is only valid on road intersections. Similarly, authors

in [26] proposes a machine learning method, which builds space-partitioning data

structures by R-tree and creates different neural network models with different input

data sets to predict average velocities of vehicles moving on the selected streets from

instantaneous velocities that are identified in [36]. Moving directional vector of each

vehicle is identified based on the most recent two locations of the vehicle and the road

segment that this vehicle is currently located in to determine which way of the vehicle

is moving in a two-way street. The same problem is solved also in the present research

by a grid based method for traffic congestion detection and notification.

Work in [24] proposes a neuro-fuzzy application to predict vehicular traffic flow.

The application first processes real traffic data as input, and trains the neural network

to build a study block, then categorizes the numerical output by fuzzifier module,

computes expected traveling time cost and fuel consumption cost by advisory mod-

ule, lastly releases predicted traffic information to the vehicles. This research is a

sufficient assistant to alleviate traffic congestion, but send all the notifications blindly

to likely unaffected vehicles. With a similar research purpose, the other study in [10]

proposes a learning model, namely, Future Surprises, and establishes a traffic forecast-

ing service on smartphones to provide map visualization with necessary notifications

to its clients, which distinguishes from other researches since practical usage for the

clients is considered. It also disregards clients’ individual demands that are implicitly

defined by their real time locations and moving tendencies, which is also the motiva-

tion of the present research. Based on an aggregate traffic analysis, research in [16]

designs a new algorithm called FlowScan to cluster road segments based on the den-

sity of the traffic for discovering hot routes in a road network. Study in [6] derives
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and visualizes mobility patterns based on raw trajectory data for traffic prediction and

management.

Moreover, specific work focuses on traffic congestion prediction. Work in [18]

proposes four control strategies to disperse incident-based traffic congestion based on

two-way grid networks with spatial topology based propagation. However, the pro-

posed method is only based on a theoretic and simplified hypothesis that the two-way

road is in the grid shape and each road at the crossing enables the vehicles to turn

left, turn right, and go straight. Work in [20] designs an advanced system that traffic

information sensing and congestion information dissemination objects are all from ve-

hicles with a communication support of wireless infrastructure (i.e. WiFi, UMTS and

WiMax), and congestion estimation and real time prediction algorithm is processed

by a central server. The method supposes an increasing number of people will utilize

the system, since the accuracy and reliability will be increased with more clients join-

ing in. The present study utilizes the same mechanism and system architecture; while

study in [20] estimates the travelling time of vehicles for a road segment and observes

whether the travelling time exceeds the threshold time T ∗, which is only vaguely sim-

ilar to the congestion detection criterion that is used in the present proposal. Although

study in [29] utilizes historical data and real-time data to forecast traffic speed, which

is the same as the present study, for developing an Intelligent Transport System, the

research purposes in that study are different from the present proposal.

In addition to the shortcomings of the previous methods, network based methods

innately have many shortcomings: (1) update latency of road networks makes the

prediction misleading or even entirely wrong which frequently happens in the rapid

urbanization regions (e.g. in China); (2) a part of way is temporally closed because

of some emergencies (e.g. traffic accidents, fire disasters, etc) will also cause the

prediction misleading when the network-based data set used for calculation cannot be

timely updated; and (3) the method is entirely invalid in areas where there are no road

networks, such as in the water channels (for ships) or even in the air (for airplanes).
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2.2 Grid Based Traffic Flow Prediction

Gird-based traffic flow prediction could overcome the illustrated shortcomings that

network-based methods innately have. Approach in [19] introduces grid based net-

work traffic visualization by Quadtree mapping with four levels of interactive grid,

and a prototype is also designed to test its validity. Study in [3] proposes a Harpia-

Grid protocol to generate grid based shortest routing module based on network data,

and creates a new grid forwarding routing based on backtracking techniques and a

local recovery scheme. The negligible computation time of the protocol is an ex-

cellent starting point for further researches when demands on timeliness are crucial.

Similarly, research in [1, 2] presents a Grid-based Predictive Geographical Routing

(GPGR) algorithm to generate road girds and to predict the exact locations of vehicles

in Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks, which can be viewed as a good preliminary work for

gird-based traffic flow statistics and traffic congestion prediction.

2.3 Network Based Trajectory Prediction

Many studies have investigated in the future location / trajectory prediction based on

trajectory pattern mining of moving objects. Work in [12] develops a TRAX tracking

system which supports three techniques capable (point-based tracking, vector-based

tracking, and segment-based tracking) to track moving objects real time locations with

a guaranteed accuracy of low frequent updating and communication, which conse-

quently extends the time of mobile usage. Study in [14] assumes movement on a

shortest path to an unknown destination thereby limiting the future paths of the object

and propagating fractional object masses along these paths; final probabilistic object

locations and object densities are derived by aggregation of fractional masses of a sin-

gle or a set of objects. Similarly, origin and destination coordinates of clients are also

not required in the present research. Study in [8] utilizes road network-based trajec-

tories of moving objects for location prediction. Research in [38] adopts a prefix tree

for location prediction based on semantic trajectory mining. While, study in [39] pro-

poses a tree-based hierarchical graph TBHG to model travelling sequences of multiple

clients to serve the same purpose. Particularly, work in [37] mainly focuses on mo-
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bility prediction. In comparison to the present proposal, in general, none of the above

researches consider the varying of trajectory patterns of moving objects in different

spatio-temporal domain projections.

2.4 Grid Based Trajectory Prediction

Study in [22] proposes tree (i.e. T-pattern decision tree) learning from the trajectory

patterns to predict where is the next in the grid based regions. With the similar re-

search purpose, study in [7] involves more advanced grid based trajectory statistics

through Markov model for spatio-temporal location prediction of when individuals

will move from where to next. The Markov chain model is also used in [11] for ex-

tracting mobility statistics based on R-trees indexing approaching, which is the same

with the present research that indexed spatio-temporal database is used. By contrast,

research in [5] uses objects mobility database to mine the spatio-temporal association

rules for describing how objects move between grid based region over time. However,

how the patterns change over time is not analysed in the study. Similar methodologies

(i.e. grid based trajectory models and mobility statistics), techniques (i.e. spatio-

temporal database with indexing), and research purpose (i.e. where is the next loca-

tion for each object) will be comprehensively used in the present research.

3 Preliminaries and Definitions

In this section, the definitions related to traffic flow are represented. Then, the tasks

of solving traffic congestion detection and notification problems are defined.

3.1 Definitions

Let a time domain be denoted by T and modeled as N+. Let a 2-dimensional (2D)

finite Cartesian space be denoted R2. Let grid G be a uniform partitioning over R2

with a pre-defined origin S ∈ R2.

Moving Objects: Let O = {o1, ..., on} be denote a set of n moving objects and let the

status of each moving objects ok ∈ O be denote by a tuple s = (tc, v, l), where tc is
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Figure 1: Example of grid based trajectory of the moving object

the current time, v is the speed of ok at tc, and l is the location (l = (x, y), x, y ∈ R)

of ok at tc.

Grid Based Cells: Without loss of generality, let the grid cells with the grid cell size

length gl in the first quadrant of G be referenced by horizontal and vertical grid indices

starting with grid cell g(1, 1) that is the closest grid cell to S.

Sliding Window: Let twsize ∈ N denote window size and twstride ∈ N denote window

stride such that at every window slide time instance tslide = p× twstride + twsize where

p ∈ N0, i.e., the time interval of the twsize is equal to (tslide − p × twstride, twslide].

Let SW = (twsize, twstride) [8] denote a temporal sliding window model that twsize

tumbles every step for each twstride period of time to satisfy non-overlapping samples

criterion for the incremental statistics. Let twstride be equal to twsize in this particular

setting. Let T be equal to p · twstride presenting a period of time for the past p window

strides.

Recent (grid based) Trajectory (RT): Let RT = {rto1 , ..., rton} denote the set of

recent grid based trajectories of ok ∈ O. A grid based trajectory of an object is a

mapping2 of its Euclidean trajectory to a sequence of grid cells that contain the tra-

jectory. As it is shown in Figure 1, during this mapping consecutive locations of the

trajectory that fall inside the same grid cell are replaced by a single instance of the

grid cell and grid-gaps are allowed. After the mapping the grid based trajectory is

2The grid indices of the grid in the that contains a location l = (x, y) ∈ G can simply be calculated

using integer division, div(·), as follows: grid(l=(x,y)) = (div(l.x,gl)+1, div(l.y,gl)+1).
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rtok = 〈g1 = g(x1, y1), ..., gp = g(xp, yp)〉, where g1 is the grid cell that ok is cur-

rently located in and gp is the grid cell that ok was located in at the past p window

stride.

Grid Based Traffic Flow: For each grid cell g from each neighboring grid cell n, let

qn→g denote the grid based directional traffic flow that a number of objects are moving

from n to g during a period of time. Let sn→g denote the current speed statistics, i.e.,

the average speed, of the objects in qn→g during the most recent twsize long period of

time.

Grid Based Traffic Flow Classification: Let µT (qn→g) denote historical average speed

and σT (qn→g) denote historical standard deviation of speed of moving objects in qn→g

during the past T period of time. Given a the parameter min dev > 0, the directional

traffic flow qn→g is also classified to be

• normal when sn→g falls in (µT (qn→g)− σT (qn→g),+∞),

• slow when sn→g falls in (µT (qn→g)−min dev·σT (qn→g), µT (qn→g)−σT (qn→g)],

• directionally congested when when sn→g falls in [0, µT (qn→g) − min dev ·
σT (qn→g)] and the number of objects currently in g is equal or larger than a

given parameter min nr obj.

3.2 Tasks

For each window slide, or current time instance tc, given a stream of ordered time-

stamped recent trajectories of objects in O, the directional traffic flow classification

criteria, and a notification time horizon ∆t that the system aims at detecting the direc-

tional congestions and sending out the directional congestion notifications,

1. Congestion Detection Task: Label a region g to be congested from the direction

of a neighboring region n according the criteria.

2. Selective Congestion Notification Task: Send out a directional congestion noti-

fication (g, n) to an object o ∈ O if and only if o enters the congested region c

from neighbor n within the notification time horizon ∆t.
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and Notification
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Congestion Notification Ceritia
(MSC / LMC) Satisified?

Do nothing with NO condition

Yes

Figure 2: Flow chart of the intelligent traffic information hub

4 Congestion Detection and Notification

Previous studies show that the proposed methodologies are infeasible in reducing

computation cost [9, 13, 17]. The system, without loss of generality, adopts a grid

based discretization of space, which by changing the length of the grid allows the

system to scale in terms of its computation cost and the geographical level of detail

of traffic information that it manages. As it is shown in Figure 2, for each iteration,

the system firstly derives traffic information from the continuous stream of grid based

position and speed reports that it receives from the vehicles. Secondly, the system

executes the incremental historical traffic flow statistics and the incremental histori-

cal mobility statistics, respectively. Subsequently, based on the obtained traffic flow

statistics, the system identifies congested cells by detecting the abnormal traffic con-

ditions. Then, the system estimates future trajectories of each moving object. Finally,

the system sends out notifications to the objects that satisfy the congestion notification

criteria. Subsequent parts of this section also include server architecture, and Database

Management System (DBMS) implementation (i.e. table structures, indexes, SQL

functions).
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4.1 Incremental Historical Traffic Flow Statistics

The system in an online fashion (1) summarizes Current (grid based) Traffic Flow

Statistics (CTFS), i.e., it records for each grid cell g from each neighboring grid cell

n, the mean and standard deviation of the velocities of the vehicles that are currently

located in g and have entered g from n; and (2) efficiently incorporates the CTFS into

compressed Historical (grid based) Traffic Flow Statistics (HTFS) using incremental

statistics for the past t period of time to get traffic flow classification as follows.

Let X denote a data set of instantaneous speeds {sxn→g} that objects in the direc-

tional traffic flow qn→g have uploaded during the most recent twsize. Let Y denote

the other data set of instantaneous speeds {sxn→g} that objects in qn→g had uploaded

during the past T period of time, i.e., the past p window strides. Let NX and NY

denote sample sizes, µX and µY denote average speeds, σX and σY denote standard

deviations of the two data sets. Since NX∩Y = 0 and NX∪Y = NX + NY , X and Y

are non-overlapping (X ∩ Y = ∅) [28]. Then, the incremental calculation of each

grid based directional traffic flow qn→g for the past (T + t) period of time is proposed

as:

µX∪Y =
NXµX +NY µY

NX +NY

(1)

σX∪Y =

√
NXσ2

X +NY σ2
Y

NX +NY

+
NXNY

(NX +NY )2
(µX − µY )2 (2)

Based on the the incremental computation, the server aggregates the current traffic

flow statistics into a single historical traffic flow statistics (µT (qn→g), σT (qn→g)) in

each tumbling window size.

4.2 Incremental Historical Mobility Statistics

Simultaneously, using parameters for the sliding window, the system also (1) main-

tains a Recent (grid based) Trajectories (RT) of the vehicles; (2) extracts Current (grid

based) Mobility Statistics (CMS), i.e., it records for each destination grid cell d, for

each neighboring grid cell n of d, and for each detected source grid cell s, the number

of vehicles that (i) are currently in d, (ii) have entered d from n, and (iii) have a RT
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that has passed through s; and (3) efficiently incorporates the CMS into compressed

Historical (grid based) Mobility Statistics (HMS) using incremental statistics.

4.3 Congested Cell Detection

To capture the temporal variability in traffic flow and mobility patterns at different

scales, the system through temporal domain projections maintains day-of-week and

hour-of-day based aggregations of HTFS and HMS. Then, the system classifies a grid

cell g to be congested from the direction of neighboring grid cell n if the current mean

speed of vehicles that entered the grid cell d from the direction of n is below normal

according to the temporally relevant HTFS as follows.

Let wdp denote a weight value for (µdp
T (qn→g), σ

dp
T (qn→g)) in a particular tempo-

ral domain projection dp, dp ∈ {1, ..., i}. Let the tuple 〈tc, v, gid, rtok〉 denote that

a given vehicle ok with a recent trajectory rtok moving at the instantaneous speed v

is located in the grid cell gid at the current time tc. During each tumbling window

size twsize, the system in an order performs the following tasks: (1) updates the tuple

of 〈tc, v, gid, rtok〉 for all the vehicles that currently be active in the system; (2) sum-

marizes (µT (qn→g), σT (qn→g)) based on unit weighted calculation (in the Equation

(3 − 5)); and (3) identifies a set of directional traffic flows {qn→g} as directionally

congested based on grid based traffic flow classification. For each grid based direc-

tional traffic flow qn→g,
i∑

dp=1

wdp = 1 (3)

µT (qn→g) =
i∑

dp=1

wdp · µdp
T (qn→g) (4)

σT (qn→g) =
i∑

dp=1

wdp · σdp
T (qn→g) (5)

4.4 Congestion Message Notification

Finally, the system sends out a directional congestion notification (g, n) to vehicles

that are likely to be affected in the future part of their journey by these congestions
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Figure 3: Cosine value for Linear Movement Criterion

based on two alternative criteria: the temporally relevant Mobility Statistic Criterion

(MSC) and the spatially relevant Linear Movement Criterion (LMC).

4.4.1 Mobility Statistic Criterion (MSC)

MSC based method makes location predictions based on the probability that the object

within the prediction horizon enters a congested cell g, which is calculated based on

long term evidence of trajectories of multiple objects. MSC monitors the congestion

notification probability value P , i.e., the probability that vehicles from any given grid

cell s via n to the congested cell g within the prediction horizon, and sends out the

congested notification to vehicles if the possibility is larger or equal than user-defined

threshold minimum notification probability min prob. More formally,

P (qs→n→g) =
sum(qs→n→g)

sum(qs→∗)
> min prob (6)

where sum(qs→n→g) is the HMS-based number of vehicles who have already travelled

the fuzzy path from grid cell s via n been to g, and sum(qgc→∗) is the HMS-based

number of vehicles who have been to s sometime during the past T period of time.

MSC is temporally relevant since the criterion only summarizes the number of ve-

hicles from s via n to g periodically in each time step to get a significant performance.

While, the method of MSC implicitly indicates that the distance between s and g is

within the trajectory length. In comparison, the LMC based method only considers

the moving directions / tendencies of vehicles.
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4.4.2 Linear Movement Criterion (LMC)

Assume g is a congested grid cell, h is the last grid cell in the sequence of rtok , i.e., gl,

where l is the length of rtok , and ok is currently located in s. As it is shown in Figure 3,

LMC calculates the distance of |−→sg|, monitors the cosine value C, and sends out the

directional congestion notification to vehicles if grid based length |x|G is smaller or

equal than a user-defined threshold maximum grid radius max gr, and if the cosine

value of the directional angle from the historical vector
−→
hs to the future vector −→sg is

larger or equal than a user-defined threshold minimum cosine for notificationmin cos.

More formally,

|x|G 6 max gr (7)

C = cos〈
−→
hs,−→sg〉 =

−→
hs · −→sg
|
−→
hs| · |−→sg|

> min cos (8)

Since it is rare for vehicles to move randomly without in a particular direction and

historical trajectory of the vehicle reveals its future movement tendency with a turning

possibility, it is with a high possibility for the vehicle to come across the congestion if

the directional angle from
−→
hs to −→sg is smaller or equal than a user-defined threshold.

The distance between s and g for LMC is shorter than a user-defined maximum grid

radius max gr (e.g., the recent trajectory length), which is similar with MSC that has

an implicit distance range of the recent trajectory length.

4.5 System Architecture

This section will introduce a client-server architecture for the implement of relational

DBMS and illustrate the simplicity of detailed logical programming language SQL

queries. In the realistic scenario, the client is moving in the road network within a grid

area G where the origin and the grid length gl of the grid cells in G are pre-defined.

For each window size twsize, the client detects the instantaneous speed v, calculates the

grid based location gid, and sends out one of the three types of status updates to the

server based on the movement, i.e., Type 1: (v, null, null) which updates the instan-

taneous speed v if the grid based location gid is not changed, Type 2: (v, gid, null)
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Figure 4: Relative directions dir to the grid cell gid

which updates the instantaneous speed v and the grid based location gid if gid is

changed, or Type 3: (null, null, stopped) if the the client is stopped. Specifically,

dir ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, in which 1, ..., 8 indicate relative directions 〈gid, dir〉
that vehicles are moving from dir to gid, as it is shown in Figure 4. Thereafter, the

server periodically receives the status updates from the clients and stores the updates

into rhis traj rel.

As in the experiments recent trajectories of the objects are simulated at equal time

intervals to mimic the three types of status updates and a preprocessing is performed

on the server side based on grid based aggregation of- and direction calculation (i.e.

the function of DirCal(cur gid, prev gid) which returns dir) from the sim-

ulated location sequences. For each iteration the server simulates data streams of

{(oid, gid, v)} that sent by clients, and updates rhis traj rel. Then, the server

truncates two tables of cur flowstat and cur mobstat, and updates the new

statistics based on rhis traj rel by calling the functions of CurFlowStat()

and CurMobStat(), respectively. To maintain HTFS, the server calculates incre-

mental statistics for hod flowstat and dow flowstat based on cur flowstat

by calling the functions of HodFlowStat(v hod) and DowFlowStat(v dow),

respectively. To maintain and HMS, the server calculates incremental statistics for

hod mobstat and dow mobstat based on cur mobstat by calling the func-

tions of HodMobStat(v hod) and DowMobStat(v dow), respectively. Finally,

based on MSC and LMC, the server calls the functions NotifyObjectsMSC(...)

and NotifyObjectsLMC(...) to send directional congestion notifications to the
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Figure 5: Relational schema of the server

vehicles.

Table structure of the server is shown in Figure 5. Each row in rhis traj rel

stores the information that the vehicle with objects ID oid came from the direction

of dir with a speed of cur spd and the vehicle is located in the gird cell gid. Ad-

ditionally, to model the sequential nature of a trajectory the rhis traj rel table

stores a sequence number seqnr that denotes the relative position of the record within

the grid-based trajectory, i.e., the row / record that contains the first and most current

element of the grid based trajectory has seqnr = 1 and the row / record that stores the

n-th element has seqnr = n. As it is stated for the RT definition in Section 3, there are

no duplicated grid cells in the trajectory, hence the (oid,seqnr) is a primary key of

the table rhis traj rel. The table cur flowstat for each 〈gid, dir〉 at the

current time step stores the number of vehicles nr and the mean mu and standard devi-

ation sig of the speeds of these vehicles. The table cur mobstat stores the number

of vehicles nr src2dst which move from the source grid cell src gid to the des-

tination grid cell dst gid via the neighboring direction dst dir and the number of

vehicles nr src2any which move from the source grid cell src gid to any other
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grid cells in the same time step. The tables hod flowstat and dow flowstat

and the tables hod mobstat and dow mobstat store temporal domain projected,

long-term aggregates of the values of the cur flowstat and cur mobstat tables

respectively. In particular, the hod-tables, in addition to the column of their source ta-

bles, include the column hod with the finite domain of {0, 1, . . . , 23} to record the

aggregated values for particular hours of the day {0:00-0:59, 1:00-1:59, . . . , 23:00-

23:59}. While the dow-tables, in addition to the columns of their source tables, in-

clude the column dow with the finite domain {0, 1, . . . , 6} to record the aggregated

values for particular days of the week {Sunday, Monday, . . . , Saturday}. The two ta-

bles aff mov obj MSC and aff mov obj LMC are the result tables that store the

directional congestion notifications of the systems according to the MSC and LMC

criterion, respectively. In particular, the two tables store directional congestion noti-

fication 〈con gid, con dir〉 that object oid will receive at the time cur time.

It should be noted that quite logically by design either one of the congestion notifi-

cation methods (MSC or LMC) at any given time step, for each detected directional

congestion, and for a given object, can at most produce one directional congestion

notification message. Consequently, the four columns of each of the result tables form

a composite key for the table.

SQL 1 incrementally summarizes the HTFS for the current DOW. Lines 1-8 in-

crementally calculate the incremental nr, mu, and sig from cur flowstat if the

flow of 〈con gid, con dir〉 has already existed. Line 9-14 insert the nr, mu, and

sig into dow flowstat if 〈con gid, con dir〉 appears in the current time at

the particular DOW for the first time.

SQL 2 detects the congested cell as 〈con gid, con dir〉. Line 5 is to ensure

only the rows in the current day-of-week DOW and hour-of-day HOD are to be calcu-

lated. Lines 6-7 ensure that 〈con gid, con dir〉 in cur flowstat corresponds

to the same flow in HTFS with the temporal domain projections of hour-of-day and

day-of-week. Line 8 defines the minimum number of vehicles MIN OBJ NR, which

is a minimum number of cases of evidence that are required for the observations to

be trustworthy, i.e., one slow object is not enough evidence to trigger a directional

congestion notification. Line 9 defines the minimum average speed that sn→g below
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SQL 1 FUNCTION DowFlowStat(v dow) for HTFS in day-of-week
1 UPDATE dow_flowstat AS dh

2 SELECT (c.nr+dh.nr) AS nr,

3 (c.nr*c.mu+dh.nr*dh.mu)/(c.nr+dh.nr) AS mu,

4 sqrt((dh.nr*(dh.sigˆ2)+c.nr*(c.sigˆ2))

/(dh.nr+c.nr)+dh.nr*c.nr*(dh.sig-c.sig)ˆ2

/(dh.nr+c.nr)ˆ2) AS sig

5 FROM cur_flowstat AS c

6 WHERE dh.dow = DOW

7 AND c.gid = dh.gid

8 AND c.dir = dh.dir;

9 INSERT INTO dow_flowstat (gid, dir, dow, nr, mu, sig)

10 SELECT c.gid, c.dir, DOW, c.nr, c.mu, c.sig

11 FROM cur_flowstat AS c, dow_flowstat AS dh

12 LEFT JOIN (SELECT * FROM dow_flowstat) dh

13 ON (dh.gid = c.gid AND dh.dir = c.dir)

14 WHERE dh.gid IS NULL;

SQL 2 Body of FUNCTION CongCells(w hod, w dow, v hod, v dow, min condiv)

for Congested Cell Detection
1 SELECT hh.gid AS gid,hh.dir AS dir

2 FROM hod_flowstat AS hh,

3 dow_flowstat AS dh,

4 cur_flowstat AS ch

5 WHERE hh.hod = HOD AND dh.dow = DOW

6 AND hh.gid = ch.gid AND hh.dir = ch.dir

7 AND hh.gid = dh.gid AND hh.dir = dh.dir

8 AND ch.nr >= MIN_OBJ_NR

9 AND ch.mu <=((hh.mu*W_HOD+dh.mu*W_DOW)/(W_HOD+W_DOW))

-(MIN_CON_DIV*(hh.sig*W_HOD+dh.sig*W_DOW)/(W_HOD+W_DOW));

this value will be classified as directionally congested to the definition in Equation 1.

SQL 3 summarizes the current mobility statistics that for each source grid cell

src gid, for each destination grid cell dst gid, and for each neighboring grid

cell dst dir of dst gid, the number of objects nr src2dst that moved from
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SQL 3 UNCTION CurMobStat() for Current Mobility Statistics
1 SELECT s2d.*, s2a.nr_src2any

2 FROM (SELECT dst.dst_gid, dst.dst_dir, src.src_gid,

count(*) AS nr_src2dst

3 FROM (SELECT oid, gid AS dst_gid, dir AS dst_dir

4 FROM rhis_traj_rel WHERE seqnr = 1) AS dst,

5 (SELECT oid, gid AS src_gid

6 FROM rhis_traj_rel WHERE seqnr > 1) AS src

7 WHERE dst.oid = src.oid

8 GROUP BY dst.dst_gid, dst.dst_dir, src.src_gid) AS s2d,

9 (SELECT gid AS src_gid, COUNT(*) AS nr_src2any

10 FROM rhis_traj_rel WHERE seqnr > 1

11 GROUP BY gid) AS s2a

12 WHERE s2d.src_gid = s2a.src_gid;

src gid to dst gid through dst dir and the number of objects nr src2any

that have been in src gid and have moved to any other grid cells. In particular,

Lines 3-4 calculate grid cell gid with the flow direction dst dir that object oid is

currently located in as the destination grid cell dst gid. Meanwhile, Lines 5-6 select

grid cells gid that the object oid was located in the trajectory as the source grid cell

src gid. For each source-to-destination combination, Lines 2-8 calculate the sum

of nr src2dst that objects from grid cell src gid via direction dst dir to grid

cell dst gid. Correspondingly, Lines 9-11 list the sum of nr src2any that objects

from src gid to any other grid cells. Finally, Lines 1-12 list all of instances that

objects from src gid via dst dir to dst gid with the number of nr src2dst,

and correspondingly calculates the sum that objects from the same src gid to any

other grid cells is with the number nr src2any.

Similar to the HTFS calculations on SQL 1, SQL 4 incrementally summarizes

HMS for the current day-of-week DOW. Namely, Lines 1-7 incrementally summarize

incremental mobility statistics for nr src2dst and nr src2any if 〈dst gid,

dst dir, src gid〉 has already existed. Lines 8-15 maintain the new instances

if 〈dst gid, dst dir, src gid〉 appears in the current time step for the first

time.
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SQL 4 FUNCTION HodMobStat(v hod) for HMS in day-of-week
1 UPDATE hod_mobstat AS hs

2 SELECT ds.nr_src2dst + cs.nr_src2dst AS nr_src2dst,

ds.nr_src2any + cs.nr_src2any AS nr_src2any

3 FROM cur_mobstat AS cs

4 WHERE ds.dow = DOW

5 AND cs.dst_gid = ds.dst_gid

6 AND cs.dst_dir = ds.dst_dir

7 AND cs.src_gid = ds.src_gid;

8 INSERT INTO hod_mobstat (dst_gid, dst_dir, src_gid,

hod, nr_src2dst, nr_src2any)

9 SELECT cs.dst_gid, cs.dst_dir, cs.src_gid, DOW,

cs.nr_src2dst, cs.nr_src2any

10 FROM cur_mobstat AS cs

11 LEFT JOIN (SELECT * FROM dow_mobstat) AS ds

12 ON ( cs.dst_gid = ds.dst_gid

13 AND cs.dst_dir = ds.dst_dir

14 AND cs.src_gid = ds.src_gid)

15 WHERE ds.dst_gid IS NULL;

SQL 5 FUNCTION NotifyObjectsMSC(w hod, w dow, v hod, v dow, min condiv,

min pro ms, c t) for Notify Objects
1 SELECT traj.oid, con.gid AS con_gid, con.dir AS con_dir, C_T

2 FROM hod_mobstat AS hh, dow_mobstat AS dh, rhis_traj_rel AS traj,

3 CongCells(W_HOD, W_DOW, HOD, DOW, MIN_CON_DIV) AS con

4 WHERE hh.hod = HOD AND dh.dow = DOW

5 AND hh.src_gid = traj.gid AND traj.seqnr = 1

6 AND hh.dst_gid = con.gid AND hh.dst_dir = con.dir

7 AND hh.dst_gid = dh.dst_gid AND hh.dst_dir = dh.dst_dir

8 AND hh.src_gid = dh.src_gid

9 AND ((hh.nr_src2dst*W_HOD+dh.nr_src2dst*W_DOW)/(W_HOD+W_DOW))/

((hh.nr_src2any*W_HOD+dh.nr_src2any*W_DOW)/(W_HOD+W_DOW))

> MIN_PROB;
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SQL 6 FUNCTION NotifyObjectsLMC(w hod, w dow, v hod, v dow, min condiv,

min cos movdir, traj len) for Notify Objects
1 SELECT traj_cur_gid.oid, con.gid AS con_gid, con.dir AS con_dir

2 FROM rhis_traj_rel AS traj_cur_gid,

3 rhis_traj_rel AS traj_his_gid,

4 (SELECT oid, max(seqnr) seqnr

5 FROM rhis_traj_rel WHERE gid is NOT NULL

6 AND seqnr > 1 GROUP BY oid) end_traj,

7 CongCells(W_HOD, W_DOW, HOD, DOW, MIN_CON_DIV) AS con

8 WHERE traj_cur_gid.oid = traj_his_gid.oid

9 AND traj_cur_gid.seqnr = 1

10 AND traj_his_gid.seqnr = end_traj.seqnr

11 AND DirAngC(traj_his_gid.gid, traj_cur_gid.gid, con.gid)

> MIN_COS

12 AND DistBetweenCells(traj_cur_gid.gid, con.gid) < MAX_GR

13 GROUP BY traj_cur_gid.oid, con_gid, con_dir;

SQL 5 computes oid that will be notified with the directional congestion noti-

fication message 〈con gid, con dir〉 based on the MSC. Each object may get

multiple congestion notifications and each notification is only related with one con-

gestion. Line 3 calls the function of CongCells(...) to calculate congested cells

in the current iteration. Line 4 matches the given / current temporal domain projection

values HOD and DOW. Line 5 ensures that the source grid cell of a mobility statis-

tic 〈dst gid, dst dir, src gid〉 matches the object’s current grid cell and

Line 6 ensures that the mobility statistic’s destination grid cell matches the congested

grid cell. Lines 7-8 ensure the same mobility statistics (i.e. 〈dst gid, dst dir,

src gid〉) based on different temporal projections (i.e. day-of-week based and hour-

of-day based) are overlapped accordingly. Line 9 calculates the weighted combina-

tion of the domain projected mobility statistics and calculates the congestion noti-

fication probability and retrieves the cases when the calculated probability is above

MIN PROB.

SQL 6 calculates objects oid that will be notified with the directional congestion

notification message of 〈con gid, con dir〉 based on the LMC. Lines 4-6 select
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the last grid cell seqnr of the trajectory of moving object oid. Line 7 calls the

function of CongCells(...) to calculate congested cells in the current time step.

Line 9 and Line 10 are to select the first and the last grid cell of an object trajectory

from traj cur gid and traj his gid, respectively. Line 11 calls the function

of DirAngC(...) to calculate the cosine value that has been illustrated in the def-

inition of LMC. Finally, Line 12 calls the function of DistBetweenCells(...)

to calculate the distance between the congestion grid cell and the object’s current grid

cell in order to ensure that that congestion notification is only sent out to the object

if its current grid cell is within the user-defined maximum grid radius MAX GR of the

congested grid cell.

5 Empirical Evaluation

This section describes the computational environment, data sets, processes and results

of experimental evaluations of the proposed method of traffic congestion notification.

5.1 Test Environment

Experiments for evaluating performance of the system have been conducted in Win-

dows Server 2003 SP2 with Intel Xeon Processor X5560 (4 cores, 8 threads, 2.8

GMhz, and 3.75 GB RAM). The object-relational database PostgreSQL 9.2 has been

used to manage test data sets and pgAdmin 1.16.1 has been utilized as an administra-

tive and management tool for the database development.

5.2 Generated Moving Object Data Sets

5.2.1 Data Generator for Notification Accuracy Experiment

To test the notification accuracy of the system, a network-based moving object gener-

ator (i.e. Thomas Brinkhoff spatial extension [23, 30]) has been used to realistically

generate testing data sets. The extension includes three movement observation mod-

els: (1) Time Based Observation (TBO) model which generates the position record of
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each object at constant time intervals, (2) Change Based Observation (CBO) model

which generates the position record of each object when the current position of the

object differs from the previous one by certain pre-defined threshold, and (3) Location

Based Observation (LBO) model which generates the position record of each object

when the object moves close to a particular location detected by a geo-referenced

sensor. The extension also includes three trajectory referencing models: (1) Linear

Referencing (LR) model which identifies the position of each object by the currently

located road segment and the offset from the segment start node, (2) Euclidean Refer-

encing (ER) model which identifies the position of each object by the Euclidean coor-

dinates, and (3) Network Segment Based Referencing (NSBR) model which identifies

the position of each object by a contiguously time-stamped network segment and the

corresponding traversal time. To realistically generate mobility patterns of moving ob-

jects, the extension utilizes an origin-and-destination file to yield simulated data sets

that have congestion patterns due to non-random object densities and regular mobility

patterns. To realistically generate speeds of moving objects, the extension generates

density-based dynamic speeds based on the maximum speed threshold in each road

segment, the density of objects at each intersection, and the densities at the neighbor-

ing intersections.

On the basis of Thomas Brinkhoof, the extension is able to convert shapefiles into

network files (contain edges and nodes) and provides three crucial input parameters:

(1) the number of moving objects nr obj during the whole simulation, (2) time du-

ration of simulated real-world T (e.g. 3 hours from 7.00 AM to 10.00 AM), and (3)

time duration of each time step t (e.g. 10 seconds) that vehicles update their current

location information. By utilizing the LBO model and ER model, each record of the

output file contains four items of information: (1) objects ID oid, (2) planar coordi-

nates x and y that the object is currently located at, (3) instantaneous speed v, and (4)

the current time tc, which satisfies the requirements of the experiment.

As it is shown in Figure 6, OpenStreetMap streets data in a study area of Copen-

hagen city with a range of 30 kilometers (in the east-west) times 30 kilometers (in the

north-south) is imported to the program to realistically (i.e. objects have dynamics

speeds based on the number of objects in one road segment) generate 20,000 moving
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Figure 6: Moving objects trajectories generated in an area of Copenhagen city

objects between 7.00 AM and 10.00 AM.

5.2.2 Data Generator for Scaling Experiment

To test the scaling performance of the system, a moving object generator AutoMove

is prototyped using pgPLSQL. The generator defines the side length of a square study

area denoted by a number of grid cells in the simulation extent nr gid, the number

of vehicles denoted by nr obj, and the trajectory length of each vehicle denoted by

traj len. For each time step, AutoMove in order simulates random speed of each

vehicle, and given the current location and the previous movement tendency of the

vehicle, picks the next location probabilistically so that the likelihood of keeping a

linear move tendency is relatively high. However, the simulator allows for the turnings

of the vehicle with certain possibility as well. In addition, the simulator also allows

the vehicle wrap around the edges of the study area if the vehicle moves out of the

pre-defined area, e.g., as it is shown in Figure 7, g1 of the rtok will be located in

g(1, j − 1) instead of g(i+ 1, j − 1) if ok moves out of the area.

Line 2 and Line 3 in SQL 7 randomly generate the initial positions (grid cells)

of vehicles (for a number of NR OBJ) with a trajectory length of TRAJ LEN. Line

5 randomly generates grid based locations (presented by gid) for vehicles with a
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Figure 7: Geographical extent of the study area

SQL 7 Initialize the Table of rhis traj rel
1 SELECT oid, seqnr

2 FROM generate_series(1,NR_OBJ) AS oid,

3 generate_series(1,TRAJ_LEN) AS seqnr;

4 UPDATE rhis_traj_rel

5 SET gid = floor(random()*NR_GID+1)*10000+floor(random()*NR_GID+1),

6 cur_spd = random()*100,

7 dir = floor(random()*8+1)

8 WHERE seqnr = 1;

four-digital length of grid-cell index in x-axis. Line 6 randomly generates current

speed presented by cur spd with a range of (0, 100) and Line 7 generates directions

presented by dir with an equal possibility with an integer range of [1, ..., 8]. While,

dir is set as NULL for the initialization of the first position.

Line 1 in SQL 8 incrementally enlarges the seqnr by 1 for all the records / rows.

Lines 2-4 update current location information for all the objects. Particularly, RHisTr

ajDirCal(traj.dir) in Line 2 calculates the direction value that the object will

move in the next time step such that the possibility for the object to move forward is

significantly higher than that of turning left / right, and the possibility to step back is

minimized. As a result, object is moving almost linearly with a low possibility for

turning. Based on the current grid cell that object is located in and the determined

direction that the object will move in, Lines 5-10 calculate the current grid cell that
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SQL 8 Update the Table of rhis traj rel
1 UPDATE rhis_traj_rel SET seqnr = seqnr + 1;

2 SELECT oid, 1, RHisTrajDirCal(traj.dir), random()*100 AS speed

3 FROM (SELECT *

FROM rhis_traj_rel

WHERE seqnr=2) AS traj

4 WHERE oid = traj.oid;

5 UPDATE rhis_traj_rel AS rt

6 SET gid = RHisTrajGidCal(traj.gid, rt.dir, NR_GID)

7 FROM rhis_traj_rel AS traj

8 WHERE traj.oid = rt.oid

9 AND traj.seqnr = 2

10 AND rt.seqnr = 1;

11 DELETE FROM rhis_traj_rel WHERE seqnr > TRAJ_LEN;
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Figure 8: Randomly generated moving object trajectories

object will be located in by calling the function of RHisTrajGidCal(traj.gid,

rt.dir, NR GID).

Figure 8 shows four randomly generated recent trajectories of moving objects with

trajectory length TRAJ LEN = 10. As described above, it is apparent that the objects

have the tendency to move straight with occasional turnings. It is also clear that the

trajectories are not as realistic as the movements that confined in the network based on
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the shortest path assumption. However, since the generator is specifically designed to

generate recent trajectories only for evaluating the scalability of the proposed system,

the generator meets the requirement of efficiently simulating the data set fast for each

time step and at the same time the simulated data has the same amount of the mo-

bility patterns as the real data such that the proposed system can generate reasonable

number of directional congestions and directional congestion notifications by physi-

cally performing SQL queries, e.g., there are on empty joining operations, to test the

scalability of the system.

5.3 Empirical Evaluations

5.3.1 Accuracy Evaluation Metrics

Receiver Operating Characteristic [25] (ROC) standards for the receiver of the clas-

sification / Decision Support (DB) system receives the information and calculates the

statistics of the correct results (i.e. true-positive value, TP for short, and true-negative

value, TN for short) and the error results (i.e. type I: false-positive value, FP for

short, and type II: false-negative value, FN for short), or True Positive Rate (TPR =

TP/(TP+FN)) and False Positive Rate (FPR = FP/(FP+TN)). The theoretically opti-

mal values for TPR and FPR are equal to 1 and 0, respectively. The parameter value

min prob that maximizes (TPR-FPR) represent the optimal setting under two as-

sumptions: (1) the cost of a correct classification / notification (TP or TN) is the same

as the cost of an incorrect classification / notification (FP or FN), and (2) there are

an equal number of positive and negative cases. A way to represent the results of the

ROC analysis is to plot against each other the two operating characteristics (TPR and

FPR) as the criterion changes.

Specifically in the current research, ROC measures spatio-temporal accuracy of

directional congestion notification for each time step by calculating four items of

statistics: (1) the number of directional congestion notifications that vehicles receive

which indeed come across the notified congestions within a given time horizon (i.e.

TP), (2) the number of directional congestion notifications that vehicles receive which

do not come across the notified congestions within the same time horizon (i.e. FP),
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Figure 9: ROC-based Notification accuracy for MSC and LMC. The two figures mea-

sure the accuracy according to TPR and FPR for the MSC and LMC based systems by

varying the respective values within the domain [0, 1].

(3) the number that vehicles which do not receive any notifications and do not come

across any congestion within the same time horizon (i.e. TN), and (4) the number that

vehicles which do not receive any notifications but come across the directional con-

gestion somewhere within the same time horizon (i.e. FN). By independently varying

min prob of MSC and min cos of LMC, TPR and FPR are calculated to judge the

accuracy of the two notification criteria, respectively. As it is shown in Figure 9(a)

for the accuracy experiments (with default parameters: gl = 100, traj len = 10, and

max gr = 10) when min prob < 0.35, the value of TPR is reasonably high while the

value of FRP is relatively low. TPR and FPR obtain an optimal value when min prob

is 0.35. While, min prob > 0.35 as min prob is increased, TPR decreases dramati-

cally to zero level which indicates MSC is suboptimal for min prob larger than 0.35.

By contrast, Figure 9(b) shows both TPR and FPR stay at high values above 0.5 and

0.3 respectively with slight decreasing before min cos grows up to 0.95. Essentially,

the system for min cos > 0.95 (i.e. the directional angle from
−→
hs to −→sg is larger than

18 degrees) floods the vehicles with irrelevant directional congestion notifications,

i.e., the FP value is relatively too much high. While, the system for min cos < 0.95

(i.e. the directional angle from
−→
hs to−→sg is smaller than 18 degrees) only focuses on the
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directional congestion congestions that vehicles directly move to and a considerable

number of relevant directional notifications is missing, i.e., the TP values is relatively

too much low. The MSC method is more accurate than the LMC method.

5.3.2 Scaling Evaluation Metrics

The input parameters that the AutoMove defines crucially influence the characteristics

of the simulated data and hence the workload of the congestion detection and notifi-

cation system. In each time step of the experiments, by independently varying the

values of nr gid and traj len respectively, the scaling experiment evaluates: (1) the

number of directional congestions nr c, (2) the number of directional congestion noti-

fications nr n MS for MSC, (3) the table size (i.e. the number of rows) of nr curFS ,

nr hodFS , nr curMS , and nr hodMS for current and hour-of-day flow- and mobil-

ity statistics, and (4) the execution time of calculating and maintaining six sets of

statistics, namely, t curFS , t hodFS , t dowFS , t curMS , t hodMS , and t dowMS .

Since the simulations are for one hour, nr dowFS and nr dowMS are the same as

nr hodFS and nr hodMS , and hence the latter two are omitted from the plots in Fig-

ure 10. Specifically, every reported value represents the average of the results for 100

simulation steps.

The results of the scaling experiments by varying traj len are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10(a) shows that the number of congestions is almost a constant value when

traj len is increasing. The reason is that the detected congestion only depends on the

actual objects densities in the network and the parameters of the congestion detection

criteria instead of the length of the recent trajectory. Figure 10(b) shows the number of

directional congestion notification is increased linearly as traj len is increased. Fig-

ure 10(c) indicates the number of rows nr hodMS on the table hod mobstat and

nr dowMS on the table dow mobstat also increase linearly, respectively. Not sur-

prisingly, as Figure 10(d) shows, the corresponding time to maintain these statistics,

i.e., t hodMS and t dowMS, also grow linearly as the traj len is increased.

Regarding with Figure 10(b), without taking into account of the direction aspect of

the congestion, the number of generated congestions within the traj len range would

increase quadratically as the area of the range would increase when traj len is in-
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(c) Table size in term of the number of rows by

varying the trajectory length traj len.
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(d) The execution time for current- and hod based

flow- and mobility statistics by varying the trajec-

tory length traj len.

Figure 10: Scaling experiments in terms of trajectory length

creased. However, because of the predictive value of the mobility statistics and the

directional model of the congestions, the system is able to send out directional con-

gestion notifications that are mostly along the actual future paths of the objects within

a traj len range, which naturally increase approximately linearly with traj len. The

proposed system in this evaluation mode 3 sends out directional congestion notifi-

3In production mode the system can be altered to only send out notifications about a congestion the

first time it becomes likely relevant for the object.
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(a) The number of detected directional conges-

tions by varying the total number of grid cells

total gid in the study area.
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(b) The number of generated directional notifi-

cations by varying the total number of grid cells

total gid in the study area.
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(c) The number of rows for the table size by vary-

ing the total number of grid cells total gid in the

study area.
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(d) The execution time for current- and hod based

flow- and mobility statistics by varying the total

number of grid cells total gid in the study area.

Figure 11: Scaling experiments in terms of the total number of grid cells for the study

area

cations to the same object about the same directional congestion at every time step

when current grid cell of the object along its path implies that the given congestion is

relevant to the object with a likelihood that is larger than min prob.

The results of the scaling experiments by varying the total number of grid cells

total gid in the study area are shown in Figure 11. Figure 11(a) presents that the

curve for the number of directional congestions is inversely proportional in term of
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total gid . Figure 11(b) shows the curve for the number of directional congestion no-

tifications is inversely proportional as well when total gid is bigger than 20. However,

Figure 11(c) shows that nr hodMS is approximately logarithmically increases with

the number of grid cells within the simulation area. The rest of three tables sizes in

rows are presented linearly by varying total gid. Similarly, Figure 11(d) shows that

the execution time for hod-based mobility statistics (i.e. t hodMS) is approximately

in a logarithmic scale as well by varying total gid.

Regarding with Figure 11(c), the number of hod-based mobility statistics (i.e.

nr hodMS) is approximately logarithmically because objects are located in smaller

sub-spaces and hence the number of observed mobility statistics is growing up to a

saturated value when nr gid is increasing to a fine scale with respect of the resolution

of the extent-fixed study area, i.e., from 10-by-10 to 80-by-80 grid cells. Also it is for

the reason that movements of the objects have stable trace patterns that are falling in

the same mobility statistics units so that nr hodMS grows up to a saturated value.

5.3.3 Real-time Experiments

Assuming that vehicles are moving at an average speed of 60 km/h in a 40 km by 40

km inner city, for a given number of grid cells (i.e., given level of spatial detail or

spatial resolution), the real-time experiments investigate how many vehicles and flow-

and mobility patterns the system can manage to provide a 3-minutes warning ahead

of congestions such that drivers would have enough time to re-plan their journey. The

average time a vehicle takes to traverse a grid cell is gl/sn→g , the number of grid cells

that vehicles will go though during the ∆t time units is ∆t/(gl/sn→g). Hence, the

shortest historical trajectory length that allows the MSC based method to send out

directional congestion notifications that the objects are likely to encounter is:

traj len = d∆t/(gl/avg spd)e+ 1 (9)

For the real-time experiments, the maximum capabilities of the system to manage

the number of vehicles and the number of flow- and mobility patterns with a 3 minute

notification horizon in a 40 km by 40 km inner city are listed in Figure 12. The number

of hod-based flow statistics nr hod FS, the number of hod-based mobility statistics
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Figure 12: Number of vehicles and flow- and mobility patterns the system manages

nr hodMS, the number of identified congestions nr c and the number of notifications

nr n are mean values derived from 50 times of iterations. It is clear that nr obj, nr c,

and nr n are decreasing while nr hodFS and nr hodMS are increasing when the

side length of simulation extent gl is decreasing. In the limit, the system can manage

up to 20000 vehicles and 24483 mobility patterns for every 3 minutes when gl is equal

to 2000 meters. By contrast, the same quantities are 2000 and 698185 respectively

when gl is 100. However, based on the AutoMove, it is difficult for the system to

detect directional congestions when gl grows up to a fine scale of 200 meters for the

reason that the decreasing of the number of objects located in the same grid cell causes

this number with low probability to be larger or equal to MIN OBJ NR that defined in

Line 8 of SQL 2.

6 Discussion

6.1 System Characteristics

The study investigates techniques and methodologies for designing and evaluating

the accuracy and scaling performance of a traffic information dissemination system.
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However, complex system aspects that deal with concepts like critical mass (i.e. what

sample size gives a reliable traffic information) and how the drivers or other systems

can utilize the disseminated congestion information are beyond the scope of this study.

The study also makes a hypothesis in a Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI)

field that people would like to share their real time location-based information (e.g.

current locations and instantaneous speeds) to get services (e.g. warning messages

about traffic congestion) under an appropriate privacy protection clause. A salable,

efficient and accurate system is developed rationally based on the mechanism that the

more people join in with a high density and concentrated spatial coverage, the more

sufficient this information providing mechanism would be.

By automatically sending a series of input parameters from the interface of the

system to the server, the server clears the occupied RAM for each iteration and hence

the scaling experiment effectively simulates running of the server for a short period

of 150 minutes. Relative table sizes (i.e. nr dowFS, nr hodFS, nr dowMS, and

nr hodMS) in the long period of time, e.g., 7 days, would approach to a maximum

value, i.e., the number of all the possible traffic flow / mobility cases in the study area.

Run time of the overall system would increase significantly and finally to a saturate

level.

If the region is given in the real world, grid cells are rather easy to approximate

regions and map boarders between regions to a set of cell pairs. Then, the proposed

methodology would be easily extendible, but would be rather inefficient compared to

real spatial DB implementation where regions are modelled as polygons and region

containment is checked based on OGC supported topological operators. While, if the

regions that partition the space are not given as input, but rather derived by the system

as sets of spatially contiguous grid cells, which may cause: (1) mostly congested in

the mornings, never congested, or (2) most objects that moving from east to west in

the morning and west to east in the evening fall in one grid cell causes the traffic

behaviour similar, i.e., directional character of the congestion is probably eliminated.

Therefore, empirical evaluation for the grid resolution and origin of system-defined

partition have to be detected to solve the problem.

In the case of the LMC method the number of generated directional congestion
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notifications for a given set of congestions does not depend on the long-term past or

future motion of the objects. Instead it only depends on the most recent motion of the

objects, and hence the number of generated notifications will be reasonable. In the

case of the MSC method the directional congestion notifications are mainly based on

regularities in the motions of objects in the long-term past, and the AutoMove sim-

ulation generates trajectories with regularities, since it is in a controlled fashion that

prefers a straight motion for most locations (grid cells) preassigning turning probabili-

ties from each grid cell g coming from each neighbor n of g, which controls the turning

of objects probabilistically according to the preassigned turn probabilities. Therefore,

the number of generated directional congestion notifications based on MSC is reason-

able as well.

The calculating of TPR (i.e. TPR = TP / P) and FPR (i.e. FPR = FP / N) in

the accuracy experiment essentially calculates the rate of the errors to get rid of the

class bias which means the objects that belong to one class (e.g. the P class) are

overwhelmingly many or few compared to the number of objects in the other class

(e.g. the N class). This error rate is calculated to assess the operating characteristics

of the system when it is applied to data sets where the distribution of the classes is

uneven and / or unknown. Independently of this, one can associate a cost / penalty of

each type of error. Therefore, the optimal operation is for the parameters when TPR

- FNR is maximized, assuming an equal number of P and N class examples (i.e. an

equal penalty cost that is associated with FP and FN errors). The accuracy experiment

determines the optimal parameter settings (i.e., min prob = 0.35, min cos = 0.40)

and performances (TPR, FPR) using similar calculations according to the maximum

(TPR - FPR) criterion as discussed in Section 5.3.1 is indeed optimal.

6.2 Proposed Parallelization Methodology

Parallel computing system can be utilized to provide a real-time traffic information

hub to support a considerable number of vehicles. Assuming that a 40km-by-40km

inner city is averagely divided into 10-by-10 grid based regions and each region, again,

is divided into 10-by-10 grid based sub-regions. As it is shown in Figure 13, for each
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Figure 14: Traffic flow and density relationship

region, an independent slave server manipulates the functions of the proposed system

for vehicles that are currently located in that region. A central server receives loca-

tion information of all the vehicles and delivers the information to the slave servers

accordingly. Theoretically, at 100 meters grid resolution for directional congestions

detection and notification within a three minutes time horizon, the parallel comput-

ing system can deliver the directional congestion notifications to 325000 number of

objects.
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6.3 Alternative Approach for Congested Cell Detection

An alternative approach for congested cell detection can be proposed based on the

concept of Kinematic wave model [32,33]. As it is shown in Figure 14, the maximum

number of vehicles that pass a reference point per unit of time (Q) in a grid based

region can be detected and the corresponding critical density (kc) that the number of

vehicles per grid cell (gid) can be accordingly determined, such that the minimal free

speed vmin
free = Q/kc. Traffic flow (〈gid, dir〉) is identified as congested if v < vmin

free.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

The thesis proposed a scalable, grid-based intelligent traffic information hub that fa-

cilitates the automatic detection of abnormal traffic conditions, i.e., directional con-

gestions. Mobility Statistic Criterion and Linear Movement Criterion were proposed

to send out directional congestion notifications to the moving objects that likely to be

affected by the notified congestions during the way of their journey, thereby allow-

ing the divers or their onboard navigation units to alter their paths as needed. The

empirical evaluations on the directional congestion notification methods show that

the MSC method is more reliable than the LMC method. Extensive empirical eval-

uations on large sets of realistically simulated trajectories of vehicles illustrate that

the above described methodology and its simple SQL-based implementation in a re-

lational database system is scalable and effective. In particular, the execution time of-

and the space used by the system scales linearly as the trajectory length is increased,

and the execution time of- and the space used by the system scales logarithmically

for hod-based mobility statistics as the number of grid cells in the simulation extent is

increased linearly. Real-time experiments also indicate that the proposed system can

support thousands of vehicles into a real application.

Future work is planned along a number of directions. Firstly, in order to evaluate

the reasonability of the detected number of the directional congestions and the gener-

ated directional congestion notifications, for the same settings (i.e. approximately the

same number of objects, the same extent, and the spatial resolution) one can compare
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the data characteristics of the data that is simulated by Thomas Brinkhoff spatial ex-

tension or the AutoMove to the one that is simulated by the network-based simulation.

If the numbers are comparable, one can claim that the generator is reasonable in terms

of the number of congestions or notifications it induces. This comparison would be

convincing but might be too much time consuming. Secondly, the long-term of empir-

ical evaluation of the system, e.g., continuously running the system for one month, can

yield promising results of the performance / behaviour of the system. Thirdly, the in-

vestigation of the grid resolution and the origin of the system-defined partition should

also be detected for the extendible usage of the system in the real world. Finally, the

proposed parallelization methodology and the alternative approach for congested cell

detection can be investigated in the future work.
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